To Reset:
Push Reset button to clear all settings
Display will show all indicators including:
- Blown fuse indicator
- Battery level indicator
- 12V/6V indicator
- AM/PM indicator

To Set Clock:
Push Set Clock
Push Hr & Min buttons to the correct time of day
Display shows 6:26 PM and run time of 5 seconds

To Set Feed Time:
Push P1 (for feeding period 1)
Push Hr & Min buttons to the desired time you want your feeder to go off
Push Run Time button to the desired length of run time
Repeat for P2 through P6 feeding periods
Display shows feeding period 1 (P1) set to feed for a run time of 5 seconds at 6:00 AM

To Test:
Push Test
Display shows count down from 5 seconds then the timer will run for 5 seconds
Red indicator light will glow during run time
Reset button (recessed) to clear all settings

To Check Feeding Periods:
Push P1, P2, P3, etc. to check each feeding period
Display shows feeding period 4 (P4) set to feed for a run time of 15 seconds at 5:00 PM
Run time can be up to 30 seconds
To feed less than 6 times a day, simply set run time for a feeding period to 0
THE-TIMER…easy to operate

Instructions on the back

Fuse protected

AA Batteries included
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THE-TIMER
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THE-TIMER…easy to operate

• Instructions on the back
• 5 year warranty
• Compatible with any 6 or 12 volt control unit
• Wiring harness included
• Can feed up to 6 times a day
• Each feed time can be for a different duration
• Will run up to 1 year on 2 AA batteries
• Timer runs on main battery when hooked up to it
• Fuse protected with blown fuse indicator
• Built-in battery level indicator
• Easy 4 wire hook up, 2 to battery, 2 to motor
• Push button to reset
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